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Abstract
Higher education in Taiwan faces various challenges, such as the low-birth rate, blurred positioning, and lack of marketing concepts. In order to sustain, more effective strategies and actions should be implemented to enhance service of the colleges and universities. Therefore, image asset management becomes a critical start. This study aims to identify the image asset management indicators by applying the modified Delphi technique and the analytic hierarchy process. These two methods can retrieve the critical factors out of literature, and configure how they were operated. The study finally developed a three-layer framework of college image asset management, including 5 dimensions, 13 sub-dimensions, and 77 indicators. According to the participants’ perspectives, the dimensions of the stakeholder image and student image were on the top priority. Next, among the sub-dimensions, the internal stakeholder image and the brand image had higher priority than the rest.
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1. Background

1.1. Change of Higher Education in Taiwan
Higher education in Taiwan confronts higher competition than before. Three challenges are analyzed to influence the sustainability of domestic colleges and universities. The first challenge is low-birth rate. In this decade, Taiwanese demographic structure has changed drastically because the newborn population is getting decreasing. The statistic number released by the Ministry of the Interior in Taiwan indicated that the newborn population dropped from 0.32 million in 1991 to 0.19 million in 2009, which is 0.13 million short. This challenge impacts the society in many aspects. Higher education is suffering insufficient student source. The policy of increasing higher education institutions released in 1994 even worsens this situation. More colleges and universities join the competition of the domestic market. There are over 120 higher education institutions in Taiwan, which grows six times more than that of 2002. It is no doubt that college administrators struggle for survival.

Even though the number of the domestic universities and colleges is increasing, these higher education institutions are facing the positioning issue. Some of them originated from the vocational education institutions. After upgrading its status, they do not appropriately prepare with their positions, which can distinguish from the others. In addition, the public schools compete with the private sector. All higher educational institutions learn from each other to obtain all kinds of resource. Eventually, the diversity among the schools is getting blurred. The stereotype images of the higher education institutions in Taiwan can possibly mislead the choice of the students and parents when applying their target learning institutions.

In addition, the domestic higher education practitioners are not familiar with educational marketing. In general, the old approach was relatively passive. For example, some faculty and staff consider that promoting schools has nothing to do with them, but belongs to the specialists. Plus, not every college or university has a clear position. Therefore, it is very difficult to develop an effective marketing strategy. In the past, Taiwanese universities only focused on the ranking. That became the apparent feature for school promotion. However, the number of the higher education institutions is increasing. Promoting a college or university should go beyond this.

In order to develop more advantages for competition in faculty, students, financial resource and so on, mastering educational marketing becomes a critical leverage for current higher education practitioners in Taiwan. The concept of marketing applied to education across the world started from 1980s. This is a dynamic process to analyze, plan, implement and control educational programs to bring voluntary exchanges of values with target audience [1, 2, 3]. Unlike the traditional model of educational marketing, which assumed audience passively receive information relevant to tangible resource, embedded value, and transaction, the current approach emphasizes on value co-creation, long-term relationship,
sustainable effectiveness, and loyalty [4]. The paradigm shift of education marketing turns brand orientation into the forefront of strategy and activities.

Nowadays marketing in higher education is suggested to well manage it brand [2]. A brand is associated with the attributes, benefits and attitudes which can influence purchase intentions. It takes many factors into account, such as learners’ needs, market segmentation, competition, market positioning, service development and so on [3, 4, 5]. A university brand can manifest institutional features to reflect its value and competency. With an appropriate brand of a university, the trust relationship with the stakeholders can be increased and the understanding of institutional development can be positive [6, 7]. Many educational studies indicated that educational institution image is the center to promote its brand [2, 5, 8, 9].

Image refers to the attitudes individuals have for things or objects. They may not always be true due to individual subjective experiences or perspectives [10]. Image is not only used to distinguish from the others, but also benefit sustainability for creating values [11]. For business management, image is gradually considered as a kind of assets due to the prevailing concept of intelligence property [12]. Intelligence property comprises structural assets, human resource assets, relationship assets, and so on. Corporate image is subordinated to the structural assets.

Managing a college in a sense is like running a business. The stakeholders maintain intimate relationship with a school. It is no doubt that school image can influence the stakeholders’ satisfaction and expectation [13]. Brand management is a critical notion which can apply to higher education management [14, 15, 2]. When dealing with college image assets, higher education institutions should expand their focus from tangible properties to intangible ones [16]. In addition to the facility, equipment, and environment, more aspects, such as competency, quality, service, and so on, should be put into consideration. Some studies tried to directly identify critical marketing factors, including physical environment, service employees, delivery process, administrative support, residence, media operation, professional experiences, and learning resources [2, 14, 17]. The relationship with the stakeholders in various stages was another perspective to discuss educational marketing for higher education [2, 6, 18]. Besides, some scholars examined how higher educational institutions deal with branding via educational marketing tools [3, 14]. These diverse experiences revealed the complexity of the practice of educational marketing. Also, the factors should be integrated as a whole, instead of isolated activities.

Struggling in a high competitive situation, the colleges and universities in Taiwan need to pursue distinguished features to maintain and expand their markets. A brand can project its own image, which can reveal the differences from the competitive products and influence purchase or use of clients. Taiwanese higher education institutions can obtain more competitive advantages by well communicating the school features, quality, and service with all the stakeholders. Therefore, how to identify the management factors of college image assets and optimize the operation process can provide practical assistance for the sustainability of these higher education institutions.

1.2. Research Objectives

Nowadays Taiwanese higher education is confronting many challenges which are more drastic than before. Effective image asset management of college image can benefit expanding the market and create more values for sustainability. The college image assets comprise not only tangible, but also intangible resource. The better image a college can creates, the more advantages can be obtained. Therefore, this study aimed to identify effective factors influencing college image management, and explore how the college administrators configure them in promotion and marketing. The below are the objectives:

A. Identify the factors influencing college image management.
B. Construct a management framework of college image assets.
C. Rank the criteria of a college image management framework.

2. Methods

Two research methods were implemented to achieve this study, which comprised the modified Delphi method and analytic hierarchy process (AHP). The modified Delphi method aimed to identify the critical factors in a systematic framework, while AHP provided the weights of each factors evaluated by the higher education institution workers.

2.1. Modified Delphi Technique

Originally, the Delphi technique was proposed by the RAND Corporation in 1950’s. Now this method is accepted not only in America, but globally. This technique can obtain the consensus among a group of reliable experts, which can be used to identify and prioritize managerial issues or strategic actions [19]. The Delphi technique has proven a popular tool in many fields, such as business, information technology, engineering, health care, education, and so on [20]. Facilitating an interactive communication process among a group of experts is how the Delphi technique collects and organizes the opinions on specific issues or problems. The experts discuss and exchange the opinions on problems, solutions, plans, or opportunities by distributing a series of questionnaires among them. The results of the previous questionnaire are organized to modify the subsequent run. The process only stops when the experts reach their consensus [21]. Four features of the
Delphi method was characterized [22]:
A The participants are anonymous.
B The process is iteration.
C Feedback stimulates input.
D The responses can be qualitatively analyzed.

Even though the Delphi technique has its advantages, conducting a study with this method can be very time-consuming. In particular, while a large number of experts are involved in discussing and exchanging by questionnaires, the process can take more time than expected [23]. The modified Delphi technique is adapted from the Delphi technique. These techniques are similar in terms of procedure and intention. The modified one starts with a set of selected items or factors which are identified from various sources, such as related profiles, literature, and other expert reviews. This modification provides a solid ground for discussion and brings the focus for the initial run of group discussion. In addition, the modified Delphi can reduce the bias caused in recurring discussion by assuring anonymity of the experts [24].

In this study, five scholars and experts from the fields of education and communication were recruited for the modified Delphi discussion. A survey was developed based on related literature which benefited the participants focusing on the selected criteria. The group discussion was arranged from March to June, 2016, which had finally reached the consensus after two runs of distant opinion exchange. Five participants reviewed and revised this survey in terms of semantic expression. Meanwhile, the selected factors were examined for the consistency and effectiveness. At last, the criteria were broken down into three layers: dimensions, sub-dimensions, and indicators, which created a systematic framework for all the factors of college image assets management.

2.2. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)

Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) was developed by Thomas Satty in 1971, which was designed to optimize making decisions, developing strategies, or selecting actions. A contemporary challenge to management is dealing with complicated factors, including qualitative or quantitative [25]. The factors have mutual influence on each other in the process of choice option for managers. How to setting up priorities for the alternatives or problems. Next, the participative experts start pair comparison of each component of a specific criterion in the same level. The score is assigned to each component after experts’ determination. In order to assure the degree of consistency of experts’ determination, AHP computes the consistency ratio of the pair comparisons. If the degree of consistency ratio reaches the limit, the experts have to revise the pair comparisons by reviewing the data. AHP cannot complete the priority ranking until the consistency ratio is checked.

AHP served this study for ranking the management indicators of college image assets. Between July and September, 20016, 25 AHP questionnaire were delivered to the higher education practitioners in Taiwan. The participants included higher- and middle-levels administrators as well as the campus staff in charge of PR and the related tasks. In order to expand the investigation, those participants did not only belong to the public universities, but also in the private sectors. 15 participants were from the public universities, while the 10 participants were from the private schools.

3. Results

The findings came from the results of the modified Delphi technique and analytic hierarchy process. The selected factors influencing college image management were form a three-layer framework. There were 5 dimensions, 13 sub-dimensions, and 77 indicators.

3.1. Factors Identification

After summarizing the literature of image management, it was found that brand management theory, corporate identity system (CIS), and customer satisfaction theory were often involved [30, 31, 32, 33].

According to literature [34, 35], Brand management is a dynamic process, which aims to strategically enhance the values of brand assets and ultimately improve institutional images. Brand management can create a dynamic balance between enterprises and the public through their visions, organizational culture, and images. This theory can apply to the field of higher education, which can explore how all stakeholders are engaged and influence the process of college image management. The stakeholders do not refer to students, faculty and staff, but also those who are off-campus, such as parents, alumni, community workers, and so on.

Corporate identify plays a critical role to corporate
communication and marketing, which can be considered as a strategic management for an organization. Through corporate identity, an organization can communicate their integrated image to customers [36]. It cannot be only designed visually, but also can be presented in concepts and behaviors [37]. Identify design definitely influences the corporate’s image for internal and external stakeholder. Appropriate design and communication through corporate identity can build a positive relationship with stakeholders, and so is for higher education institutions.

Nowadays, higher education institutions are influenced by business management in a sense. Students play a critical role to the sustainability of school management. On the other hand, the overall all images of schools influence students’ involvement and satisfaction [13]. Therefore, higher educational institutions cannot neglect to maintain the relationship with students if they try to enhance their images.

Five categories of the factors can be identified based on the literature above. In this study, the first category was identified from the school image, which could refer to the attributes, awareness, and cognitive association of a school. The second category was the identity of a school, which could be converted from the visions and principles of school management. It comprised visual, behavioral, and conceptual symbols and notions. The third category was related to PR operation by a school, which benefited the relationship between a school and the stakeholders. The last two categories of the factors were related to students and the rest stakeholders. The student category included current students and alumni, while the stakeholders comprised faculty and staff, the external participants.

3.2. Indicator Configuration

Two runs of the modified Delphi surveys were conducted among five scholars who were respectively from education and communication fields. The experts went through the selected factors from the literature and provided comments and feedback for revision. After organizing the suggestions and feedback, five experts reached their consensus with the three-layer college image asset management system. The following table reveals the first two layers of this system:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. The ranking of the college image asset management indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimension</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Brand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR Operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder Image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the two layers, this system also comprised the third layer: indicators. These indicators were derived from the sub-dimensions of this system with specific operation definitions. Each indicator corresponded to a specific condition or issue of college image management. Implementing these indicators could illustrate to what degree a dimension and sub-dimension has been achieved for a college. In this study, the indicators were selected based on the scores evaluated by the scholars, which had to reach average 4.0, mode 5.0, standard deviation less than 1, and quartile deviation less than 0.5. In total, 77 indicators were identified respectively assigning to 13 sub-dimensions.
3.3. Priority Ranking

According to the AHP questionnaires returned by the participants, the results showed that the values of C. R. and C. I. were less than 0.1. It proved that the participants agreed with the indicators in all three levels. The priority ranking was revealed in the below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Dim. Weight</th>
<th>Sub-dimension</th>
<th>Sub-dim. weight</th>
<th>Overall weight</th>
<th>Overall ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College Brand</td>
<td>.183</td>
<td>Brand Awareness</td>
<td>.285</td>
<td>.052</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Brand Image</td>
<td>.715</td>
<td>.131</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification Strategy</td>
<td>.158</td>
<td>Conceptual Id.</td>
<td>.451</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Behavioral Id.</td>
<td>.383</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Visual Id.</td>
<td>.166</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR Operation</td>
<td>.217</td>
<td>Stakeholder Database Management</td>
<td>.163</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PR Strategy Operation</td>
<td>.303</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Crisis Management</td>
<td>.314</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PR Effect Feedback &amp; Evaluation</td>
<td>.219</td>
<td>.048</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Image</td>
<td>.208</td>
<td>Student Satisfaction</td>
<td>.528</td>
<td>.110</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alumni Loyalty</td>
<td>.472</td>
<td>.098</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder Image</td>
<td>.234</td>
<td>Internal Stakeholder Image</td>
<td>.649</td>
<td>.152</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>External Stakeholder Image</td>
<td>.351</td>
<td>.082</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ranking indicated that the stakeholder image dimension was considered more important than the others, because the top four sub-dimensions were all related to the stakeholder image. The fact encourages that higher education practitioners should continue putting efforts to the external stakeholder (students, faculty and staff) as well as the external stakeholders. It echoes the trend of student-orientation in the higher education field.

Another suggestion from this study was that the higher education institutions need to augment their brand images over brand awareness. Polishing the campus features can contribute to institutional promotion. The marketing strategy seems more effective and convincing when the promotion focus is placed on the satisfaction and involvement from the external and internal stakeholders.
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